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STABILITY OF I .. ERFECT CLOSED POLYGOII COLllltS 
b,y 
Carl E. 1Curt1 M. ASCE 
and 
2 Ao,y C • .Johnson • .Jr. A.M. ASCE 
IIITAOOUCTIOII 
Esthetic. ecoftOIIIc and stn.ctunl efficienc,y considerations have 
•de thin-•lled hollow col.,..s an increasingl,y popular choice of stn.c-
tunl •1-t. These col.,..s are no.-ll,y welded or colcl-fo.-cl fro. 
flat plates into a pol,ygon shaped cross section wtth &1\Y nullber of sides. 
The inner core has been utilized for varied puf'POIH such as chases for 
duct writ and wiring or for fire protection b,y ftlltng the core wtth 
•ter. 
1Assistant Professor of Civtl Engineering. Auburn Unive"iv. 
Auburn. AL 36830. 
2Asststant Professor of Civtl Engineering. Auburn Untve"iV 
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Unfortunately, previous theoretical investigations into the stabi-
lity behavior of these closed polygon columns assume each side of the 
column is perfectly straight after being manufactured. In practice, 
the current fabrication procedures do not produce perfect columns. 
Actual measurements on fabricated tubular columns have been documented 
by Chen and Ross (3). 
Classical Euler buckling theory (8) has been used to analyze these 
closed sections. Wittrick (9) has derived a more rigorous solution 
using plate equations modified to include axial effects. The procedure, 
developed for open sections such as stiffened panels, results in large 
stability matrices which many times are numerically sensitive. 
Avent and Robinson (1) demonstrated that the critical buckling 
loads could be calculated efficiently by expanding nodal displacements 
by Fourier series for perfectly straight closed polygon columns. A 
similar approach is utilized in this paper to predict the elastic stabil-
ity of "imperfect" closed polygon columns. Expanding nodal displacements 
into Fourier series has been used to formulate successful solutions for 
many classes of structural problems (2, 4, 5). 
Finite element methods have also been utilized in solving for the 
stability of these classes of structural elements (6, 7). In all cases, 
stability prediction by the finite element method involves a significant 
amount of computer time and manpower and is, therefore, generally not 
used for design applications. 
The purpose of this paper is to assess the impact of the theoretical 
stability behavior produced by one type of imperfection typically found 
in practice. This imperfection is created by distortions of the ideal-
ized polygon shape cross sections as illustrated in Figure 1. A discrete 




Pentagon- n• 5 
Hexagon- n•6 
Fig. 1. Typical Column and Cross Sections 
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field analysis technique will be used to develop critical buckling curwes 
over a wide range of ..-etrtc and initial fiiP81"fection pai'IMters. It 
is expected that these curves will aid the stn~etural designer in assess-
ing the effects of this iiiP81"fection on the elutic stab11i1\Y of the 
col .... 
GEOMETRY AND NOMEIICLATURE 
A thin-walled hollow col_. 1s shcMI in Figure 1. Thts col_. 1s 
•u-tically represented as an n-sided closed folded plate polygon 
col_. with ideal diaphrag~~~ at each col_. end. All plate el...ats 
have identical properties and are rigidly connected along the told lines 
to si•late a wlded or cold·fo.-cl ..-.r. COIIplete force and d1splac:.-
.,.t na.nclature is shown in Figure 2 for the triangular cross section 
and 1s typical for other cross sections. 
EQUILIBRillt EQUATIONS 
A set of equ1libri• equations are written for the typical exterior 
node r and for the typical .. clpoint node •· These are 
node r 
(S - - s• 1 -) cosi + (N - + N' 1 -) sini • o r .y s- .y r .y s- .y 
- (S - + s• 1 -) sini + C• - - N' 1 -) cosf • o r .y s- .y ·-,. .y s- .y 
T' l - - T - • 0 s- •Y r.y 
M' 1 - + M - • 0 s- .y r.y 
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(c) rth ........,.._ pl8 element 
foras and displacement 
Fig. 2. Triangular Cross Section Forces and Displ.c-ts 
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node • 
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(ss.y - s~.;> cos• - (Ns.y + N~.y) sin- • o 
(S - + s• -) sin-+ (N - - N' -) cos• • o s~ r~ s~ r~ 
T' - - T - • 0 r.y s.y 
11'-+M -•0 
·-r.y s.y 
Nhere M. M'. S and s• are the flexural (bending and out-of-plane shear) 
edge forces and N. N'. T. T' are the lllllbrane (axial and in-plane shear) 
edge forces at the near and far ends of the individual plate panel ele-
•nts foi'Wfng the cross section. A Lev,y type solution in they direction 
fs applfed to the plate edge forces resulting in the uncouplfng of the equi-
lfbrfu. equations. For the ith node 
node r 
node. 
(Sr - s~_1 ) cosf + (Nr + ~~-l) sinf • 0 
- (Sr + s~_ 1 ) sinf + (Nr - ~~-l) cosf • 0 
~-1 + ~. 0 
(Ss - S~) cos• - (Ns + ~) sin- • o 
(Ss + S~) sine + (Ns - N~) cos• • o 
T~ - Ts • o 
(2) 
For detafls of the expansion and substitution procediA"eS. the reader fs 
referred to Avent and Robinson (1 ) • 
CDPATIBILITY EQUATIONS 
At each node. a global set of displac_,.ts (3 translational and 1 
rotational) are defined. Correspondingly. four local displace.nts are 
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defined for each panel end. In a ..,....r sillflar to that used for the 
equflibl'1• equations. plate elenent edge displaCIIBts are expressed u 
infinite Levy series expansion wfth respect to y. This procedure ytelds 
the followfng relationships where the barred quantities represent local 
plate el..,.t displacaent coefficients and the unbarred quantities are 
the global or nodal axes displacement coefficients. For the ith node 
i•s-1 • 8r 
- 1 - -u• s-l • i' (- "r sint + ur cos•) 
i• • 1 v s-1 i' r 
v• s-1 •l (Wr cost + Ur sint) 
node r 
•r. •r 
- 1 - -Ur • i' (Wr sfnt + Ur cos+) 
- 1 
'r. i' 'r 




i• • a 
.. . 
ii• • ! (u cosa + 11 sfnm) 
.. a ,. • 
v· • 1 v 
.. a • 
w• .. ·l (- ... sfnm + ... cosa) 
U • 1 (U cosa - " sfnm) 
• a • -. 
V1 •} (U• SiftCI + ... COICI) 
(3) 
in whfch a • ~ HCCI • individual plate el-t width. 
FORCE-DISPLACEIENT RELATIONSHIPS 
Flexure 1 edge forces 
The goveming buckling differential equation for an individual plate 
panel el-nt as shown in Fig. 2b subjKted to a unifon1 longitudinal 
force. Ny• ts 
N v4w+~lfyy•O 
3 
_,.reD• E t 
12(1 - 'IJz) 
(4) 
It has been slain that a Levy type solution of Eq. (4) satisfying the 
SfiiPlY supported bowadary conditions at the col._. ends ts possible (9). 
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For the f th node 
0 - - - -M. a (dll 8 + d12 w + d13 8' - d14 w•) 
0 -22- - 22-s • :!' (- d12 8 - a a dzz w - d14 8' + a a ~4 w•) 
• 
0 - - - -M' • a (d13 8 + d14 w + d11 8' - ~2 w•) 
s• • .L-d i- a2 a2 .t- W- d i• + a2 a2 .t- W') aZ' 14 -z4 12 -z2 
d11 • .J: <cZ + ~2)(t cosh t sfn ~ - ~ sfnh t cos d f 
d12 •-}; [(1 - p) t ~ <cZ - ~2)(cosh t cos ~ -1) f 
+ [2c2 ~2 + l (t2 - t 2>2l sfnh t sfn ~] 
d13 • -}; <cZ + ~2)(~ sfnh t - t sfn t) f 
d14 • -}; <r + t 2> t ~ (cosh t - cos d f 
a2 ot2 d24.! <r + ~;2) t ~ (t sfnh t + l; sfn 1;) 
f 
a2 af 2 d22 • * <r + ~2) ' ~ (t sfnh t cos ~ + l; cosh t sfn d f 
Jf • <r - ~;2 ) sfnh t sfn ~ + ~ ~ (1 - cosh t cos ~) 
t. t • Cit a/ (llut) /(Ny!Df !1 
a1 • f w/L 
L • col..,. length. 
473 
(5) 
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Mlllbrene edge forces 
For the individual plate panel el-.t subjected to a unifora longi-
tudinal force. rt1 • the in-plane cleforaecl vee-try .,.t be included in 
developing relations be-.n ..-...,.. edge forces and edge displace.nts. 
The non-linear .-1 hu been developed by Wittrtclc (9). The forc:e-
displac:e.nt coeffici•ts are obtained through a 1tnear destabtlizing 
procedure. These results are s-rtzed below. 
For the plate shown in Figure 2c. the governing differential equa-
tions are 
2uxx + (1 - JA) 12 u11 + (1 + p) vx v1 • 0 
(1 + p) ux u, + (1 - JA) vxx + '42 v11 • 0 
(6) 
-2 2 ~ere t • 1 - (1 - lA )e. 12 • 1 - 2(1 + JA)e. c • alE and 
a • Nyft in the undefoi"Nd ~try. 
Agatn ustng a Levy type solution in the y direction sattsfying the 
SfiiPlY supported in-plane bcMmclary condition at the col .... ends. the 
relationship between the ..-rane edqe forces and the dtsplac:e.nts 
for the ith node is 
" • ~cc- b11 u + b12 v. b13 u· - b14 v•) 
T. lc(b12 u - bzz i + b14 u• + b24 Y') 
••• ~cc- b13 u - b14 v. b11 u· • b12 v•) 
r· • lc(b14 u - b24 v • b12 u· • b22 ;., 
(7) 
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- [1 - 1 - ] b22• b24 • t t li y sinh t li sinh 1 li t 1"" cosh t li cosh 1 li 
1 - 1 b12 • - 8i [y cosh t 8i sinh 1 8i + yr sinh I ei cosh 1 ei - 2(1 -p)] 
1 - 1 -b14 • 8i [y cosh t 8i sinh 1 8i - 1"" sinh t ei cosh 1 8i] 
I • 1 2 (cosh i 8i stnh 1 8i - i 1 stnh i 8i cosh 1 8i) 
e(1 - II ) 
I' • 1 2 (sinh t 8i cosh 1 8i - i 1 cosh t 8i sinh 1 8i) 
e(l - 11 ) 
k • E t 17"1. 
RECURREfiCE EQUATIONS 
SUbstitution of the force-disp1acen~~nt relations. Eqs. (5) and (7). 
tnto the equt1ibrtu11 equattons, Eqs. (2). produces a set of etght equi-
ltbrt• equattons shown belaw. The first four equations result f,_ 
equtltbrtun of a Q~ttca1 exterior node, r, and the re.tning four equa-
tions ff'OIII the equtltbrtum of a t,vp1ca1 11td-potnt node, •· 
1 K2 cos i d14 ~(e) + (482 K2 cosi sfn- ~4 - sfni cos• b13) ~(U) + 2 sfni b12 vr - sfni b14 v.(v) 
+ (482 K2 cos• cosi ~4 + sfn- sfni b13) v.(w) - (882 K2 cos2i ~ + 2 stn2i b11 ) "r • 0 
2 K2 sfni d12 1 er + K2 sfni ~4 1 v.(e) + (482 K2 sfni sfn- ~4 + cosi cos• b13) v.(u) 
- (81!2 K2 stn2i ~ + 2cos2i b11 )ur + cosi b14 ~(V) + (482 K2 stni cos• ~4 - cosi stn- b13> !w.(W) • 0 
b14 cos• a_(u) - b24 v.(v) + 2b22 ~r - b14 sfna: v.(w) - 2b12 stni "r • o 
~te2 d13 v.(e) + 21 K2 ~1 er + K2 sfn- ~4 v.(u) - 'lx2 sfni d12 ur + K2~4 cos• 6•(W) • o 
-~2 cos• d14 1 6•(8) + (482 K2 cos• sfni ~4 - stna: cosi b13) ~(U) • 2 sfna: b12 v. + sfna: b14 Vr(V) 
-(882 K2 cos2• d22 + 2 stn2• b11 )~ + (482 K2 cos• cosi ~4 + stna: sfni b13) Vr(W) • 0 
'lx2 sh.- d12 1 '• + .:.2 sfn- d14 1 vr(e) ... (81!2 K2 stn2• ~2 + 2cos2. b11)u• - (482 K2 stn- stnf ~4 + cos• cosi 
b13) Vr(U) + cos• b14 6r(Y) - (482 K2 sine cosi ~4 - cos• sfni b13) 6r(W) • 0 
• b14 cosf 6r(U) + 2b22 v. - b24 Vr(V) + 2b12 sfn- "• + b14 stnf Vr(W) • 0 
K2 dl3 I Vr(8) + 'lx2 dll I 8• • K2 stni d14 Vr(U) + 'lx2 sfna: ~2 U. • K2 COSt d14 6r(W) • 0 
where a.(F) • F•1 • F• 
6r(F) • Fr+l • Fr 
V•(F) • F•l + F• 
Vr(F) • Fr+l + Fr 
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It is computationally advantageous to elim;nate the mid-point node 
displacements. This is accomplished by solving the last four of Eqs. (8) 
for em• Um• Vm and Wm in terms of the exterior. corner node displacements 
as shown in Eqs. (9) below. 
a o1 em Qn Q12 Q13 Q14 a vr (e) 
Dl um Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 vr (U) 
= (9) 
D2 vm Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34 vr (V) 
D2 wm Q41 Q42 Q43 Q44 vr (W) 
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....... 
~l • 882~4 Stn2G d13 d22 + 2~ (cos2G bll dl3 • K2 S1n2G d12 d14) 
«»,2 • ea2w:4 stn2G stni (d12 d24 - d14 ~) + 2.: 2 COSG (stnG cost b13 d12 
- cosG stnt. b11 d14> 
Q13 • • ~ SfnG COSG b14 d12 
Q14 • ea2~4 stn2G cosi (d12 d24 - d14 ~) - 2~ cosG (stnG stnt b13 d12 
+ COSG cosJ bll d14) 
Q21 • ~· StnG (dll d14 • d12 d13) 
Q22 • ~4 stnG stni (d12 d14 - 4rl- d11 ~4) - 2~ cosG cost b13 d11 
Q23 • ~ COSG b14 dll 
Q24 • ~4 stnG cosi (d12 d14 - 4,/- d11 d24> - 2~ cosG stnt b13 d11 
Q31 • ~ SfnG COSG bll d14 
Q32 • er ~ COSG (stnG Sfnt bll d24 • COSG COSt b14 clu) 
- 2 stn2G cost (b11 b13 - b11 b14) 
Q33 • ae2~ COSG (stnG stni b11 d24 - cosG b24 d22) - 2 stn2G (cosi b11 b13 
+ b14 b24) 
Q44 • 882.:2 COSG (stnG cosi b11 d24 - cosG stni b14 d22) + 2 stn2G stnt(b11 b13 
- bn b14> 
2 Q41 • k COSG b22 d14 
Q42 • - ae2w:2 COSG stni b22 d24 + 2 stnG cosi (b13 b22 + b12 b14) 
Q43 • 2 stnG (b12 b24 • b14 b22) 
Q44 • - [882~2 cosG cosi b22 b24 + 2 stnG sfnt (b13 b22 + b12 b14)] 
o1 • ~2 stn2G df2 - 1&s2~4 stn2G d11 d12 - 4~ cos2G b11 d11 
Dr • 4 stn2G bll b12 • 1682~2 COIZG b22 ~ - 4 stn2G bll b22 
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The relationships given in Eqs. (9) are then substituted into the first 
four of Eqs. (8) resulting in the following reduced set of four recursive 
equations. 
a v11 E:J Y12GJ Y13ISI + Yi3 Y141S1+ Yi4 ei(r) 
a(Y21ISI + Y21) Yz21Si1 + Y22 y23 I5J y24 9 Ui(r) 
={oJ (10) 
a Y31Gl y32 El Y33lSI + yl3 Y34ISI + yl4 Vi(r) 
a(y411Sl+ Y]n Y421S1 + Y42 y431EJ y44 EJ Wi(r) 
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-"•re 
y1f • -~2cosi d14 Q1 f-(482~2 sfna cosi d24 - coso stni b13) Q2f - sfni b14 Q3f 
+ (482~2 coso cost d24 + stnca stni b13) Q4f ; (f • 1. 4) 
Yij • J- 2 sfni b12 } - 4 sfni b14 Q3j ll- 882~2 cos2i dz2 + 2 sfn2i b11 
+ (1682~2 coso cost d24 + 4 sfna stni b13) Q4j ; (j • 3. 4) 
Y2t • ~2 stni d14 Qlf + (482~2 sfna stni d24 + coso cosi b13> Q2t - cosi b14 Q3f 
- (48Z.C2 coso sfnt d24 - stna cost b13) Q4f ; (f • 1. 4) 
; u • 3. 4) 
Y43 • {211c2 :n - } + 41c2 du Qlj + 41c2 st ... d14 Q23 ; (3 • 1. 2) 
- 2ec sfnt d12 
~r F(r) • Fr+l - 2 Fr + Fr-l 
Sr F(r) • Fr+l - Fr_1 
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Eqs. (10) can be written for each external node of the closed polygon 
cross section resulting in a set of 4n equations which can be solved for 
the critical buckling load. It is, however, ·more efficient to expand 
the global displacements in Fourier series (2). These expansions are 
m { 2n 2n-1 ~rik sinAk r} er • t t erik cosAk r + t 1•1 k•O k=l 
m { 2n 2n-1 Urik sinAk r } ur = t I urik cosAk r + t i•l k=O k=l 
(11) 
m { 2n-1 2n 
Vrik cosAk r } vr = I I vrik sinAk r + t i•l k•l k=O 
m { 2n-1 2n 
Wrik cosAk r } wr = t t wrik sinAk r + t i=l k=l k=O 
where Ak = 2wk/n and the barred and unbarred quantities are nodal Fourier 
coefficients. 
Substitution of these expansions into the recursive relationships 
given by Eqs. (10) results in two reduced set of four equations. In 
matrix notation, these equations are 
482 FOURTH SPECIALTY CONFERENCE 
a[Y,h - 2Y41 ale] Y42 - 2Y42 ale 2Y43 sin\ 2Y44 sin\ +rile 
a[Y2, - 2v21 ale] Y22 - 2Y22 ale 2Y23 sin\ 2v24 sin\ urile 
·{o) 
- 2a Y31 sin\ - 2Y32 sin\ Yj3 - 2Y33 ale YJ4 - 2Y34 ale vrile 
- 2a Y11 sin\ - 2Y12 sin\ Yh - 2Y13 ale v;4- 2Y14 ak wrile 
(12) 
a[Y41 - 2Y41 ale] Y42 - 2Y42 ale - 2v43 sin\ - 2Y44 sin\ ~rile 
a[Y21 - 2Y21 ale] Y22 - 2Y22 ale - 2Y23 sin\ - 2v24 sinAie urile 
2a v31 sin\ 2Y32 sin\ Yj3 - 2Y33 ak YJ4 - 2Y34 ak vrile 
-2a Yn sin\ 2Y12 sin\ Yh- 2Y13 ale v;4- 2Yl4 ale wrik 
where ale • 1 - cos Ak 
or [XL]{A}•{O} and [XL]<Al •<OJ. (13) 
Note that Eqs. (13) include both the influence of initial geometry and 
axial load. These equations represent eigenvalue problems typically 
associated with stability analysis. They have a solution only when the 
determinate of the coefficient matrices are equal to zero. Furthermore. 
[XL] and [XL] are linearly dependent matrices with identical determinates; 
therefore. the stability condition can be expressed as 
(14) 
·{o) 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 
A Fortran program was written to determine the critical buckling 
stress by solving Eq. (14). The algorithm was written in double precision 
to improve computational accuracy for an IBM 370-158 and utilized an incre-
mental load procedure for calculating the local and Euler buckling loads. 
It was observed while calculating the determinants that symmetr,y existed 
with respect to k. That is. the determinant for k • 1 was identical to 
the determinant fork= 2n- 1. Therefore. it was only necessar,y to cal-
culate approximately one-half of the required determinants. The results 
of parametric studies for initially perfect and imperfect cases are 
presented. 
A column with a triangular cross section was selected to investigate 
the effects of the imperfection. w0/w. on the buckling strength of the 
column 
where 
n kc 1r2 D 
p =---=--- (15) 
w 
n = number of sides composing the polygonal 
cross section 
D a flexural plate stiffness coefficient • 
E t 3 
12(1 - l> 
All results presented herein are based upon a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. 
Typical results are shown in Figure 3 for w/t ratios of 20 and 60. Two 
different L/W ratios were chosen so buckling stresses in the local buck-
ling region and in the Euler buckling region could be evaluated. The 
value of w0 /w was increased in a negative sense until a "perfect" 
6-sided polygon was obtained. Several interesting phenomena are illu-
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Fig. 3. Typical Effects of Cross Sectional IIIIIMII'fec:ttons 
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displacements increase the local buckling strength of the column. This 
indicates that a "cross sectional" imperfection does not necessarily 
decrease the predicted buckling strength of short columns. As illustrated, 
the local buckling strength obtained when w0/w • -0.288 agrees exactly 
with that of a perfect 6-sided polygon column. The maximum buckling 
strength occurs at a negative w0/w less than that corresponding to the 
perfect 6-sided figure. Second, for long columns an increase in positive 
w0 /w is associated with a corresponding decrease in buckling strength 
as one would expect. Similarly, as w0/w is decreased from zero, the 
buckling strength increases. Again, the imperfect 3-sided column results 
are identical to the perfect 3 and 6-sided column with appropriate values 
of w0/w. 
To develop elastic buckling curves for design purposes, fixed imper-
fections (w0 /w) of +5% and +10% were selected for different panel width 
to thickness ratios. For n • 3, the buckling coefficient, kc• is 
plotted against the panel plate aspect ratio in Figure 4. The familiar 
Euler buckling portion of each plot is the curved segment occurring in 
the higher aspect ratios. The local buckling portion of each curve 
appears at the lower aspect ratios as a horizontal line because of the 
plot scale. As previously mentioned, higher local buckling coefficients 
were found for imperfect polygons, but lower buckling coefficients were 
calculated in the Euler region. Similar design curves are presented in 
Figures 5 thru 8 for n = 4, s. 6 and n-sided polygons. 
As the number of sides increase the closed polygon column approaches 
a tubular structure. Experimental results have shown that actual buck-
ling stresses are below theoretically predicted values. Therefore, 
theoretically obtained buckling strengths of tubular sections should be 
reduced so as to be in agreement with experimentally obtained values. 
II ~\ 
\\ ::! ,, 
~ ~ ~\ ~ 4.0 ~ ,, 
Ch ~ \ 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A method of analysts is presented for determining the elastic stabi-
lity of ta.,erfect closed polygon columns made of flat plates. Once the 
problem has been formulated, a simple 4 x 4 stabtlt~ matrix was efficiently 
solved for the Euler and local buckling strengths using an incremental 
load procedure. This stability matrix size was independent of the number 
of sides in the polygon because the outside nodal displacements were 
expanded as Fourier series around the polygon. 
Design curves were presented for predicting the critical elastic 
stab111~ stresses over a wide range of design parameters. The effect 
of wg~w was evaluated for an imperfect triangular shaped cross section 
in the local and Euler buckling regions. This study showed that a~ 
imperfection in the local buckling domain tends to increase the buckling 
load over that predicted for a "perfect" cross section. 
In the Euler region inward imperfections decreased the predicted 
buckling strength. For a given w0/w imperfection ratio, the percentage 
reduction in buckling strength from the perfect cross section decreases 
as n increases. As n becomes large, the buckling strength approaches 
that of a circular tube. For values of n equal to and less than 6, 
these reductions were approximately 5 to 8 percent for a 0.05 imperfec-
tion ratio and approximately 10 to 15 percent for a 0.10 imperfection 
ratio. 
For columns which fall in the local buckling region, the predicted 
elastic strength is dependent upon the w/t ratio of the column sides. 
For w/t values of 20 and n equal to and less than 6, the buckling strength 
is increased approximately 50 percent for a 0.05 imperfection ratio and 
not less than 100 percent for a 0.10 imperfection ratio. For w/t ratios 
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of 60 and 100 and initial imperfection ratios of 0.05 and 0.10, the 
predicted buckling strength was increased at least 200 percent. 
In summar,y. once the problem has been formulated, the solution 
method presented provides the engineer with a rapid technique for eval-
uating the effects of imperfections on the elastic stability of welded 
or cold-formed closed polygon columns. 
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Appendix II - Notation 
The following symbols are used in this paper. 
a • width of individual panel element; 
b11 - b24 • plate panel membrane stiffness coefficients; 
D • flexural plate panel stiffness coefficient; 
d11 - d24 • plate panel flexural stiffness coefficients; 
E • Young's Modulus; 
Ii• Ii • variable constant; 
Ji • variable constant; 
k • membrane stiffness coefficients; 
kc • buckling coefficient; 
l = column length; 
Mr• M~ • rth plate edge moment coefficients; 
m = mid-point node; 
NY • plate panel axial compressive stress resultant; 
"r• N~ = rth plate edge in plane coefficients; 
n = number of sides of perfect column; 
Q11 - Q44 • matrix coefficients; 
r • typical exterior node; panel number; 
Sr• s~ = rth plate edge out-of-plane coefficients; 
Tr• T~ • rth plate edge in-plane shear coefficients; 
t = plate panel thickness; 
Ur• U~ = rth plate local COOrdinate displacements in X direction; 
Ur• U~ = rth node global displacements in X direction; 
u = plate panel displacement in x direction; 
Urik" Urik = Fourier series coefficients for rth node U deflections; 
vr. v~ = rth plate local coordinate displacements in y direction; 
vr. v~ • rth node global displacements in y direction; 
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v • plate panel displacement in y direction; 
Vrik' Vrik • Fourier series coefficients for rth node deflections; 
w = distance between exterior nodes; 
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wr. w~ . rth plate local coordinate displacements in z direction; 
Wr• W~ • rth node global displacement in radial direction; 
Wrik' Wrik • Fourier series coefficients for rth node W deflections; 
XL. XL = solution matrix; 
x. y, z • plate panel local coordinate axes; 
a • angle of imperfection; 
a1• Bi =plate series solution arguments; 
Y11 - Y44• Yi1 - Y44 • folded plate solution coefficients; 
e • plate compressive strain; 
t. t • plate panel solution coefficient; 
er. e~. er. e~ = rth panel and node rotation coefficients; 
erik' erik • Fourier series coefficients for rth node e rotations; 
A • plate strain coefficient; 
Ak = Fourier series solution argument; 
p • Poisson's ratio; 
ak • coefficient; 
a • column compressive stress; 
• = fold line angle of perfect column; 
~ = fold line angle of imperfect column. plane strain 
coefficient; 
!1, v,ISI,I3 = difference operators. 
